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SERIOUS INCIDENT
  
Aircraft Type and Registration: Cessna Citation CJ1+, N680KH 

No & Type of Engines: 2 Williams FJ44-1AP turbofan engines

Year of Manufacture: 2008 (Serial no:525-0680)

Date & Time (UTC): 13 April 2019 1422 hrs

Location: Bournemouth Airport

Type of Flight: Private

Persons on Board: Crew - 1 Passengers - 3
 
Injuries: Crew - None Passengers - None
 
Nature of Damage: None reported 

Commander’s Licence: Airline Transport Pilot’s Licence

Commander’s Age: 73 years 

Commander’s Flying Experience: 4,400 hours (of which 3,200 were on type)
 Last 90 days - 17 hours
 Last 28 days - 13 hours

Information Source: AAIB Field investigation

Synopsis

The aircraft had been modified with a system intended to enhance its performance, which 
included supplementary control surfaces designed to deflect symmetrically and automatically 
to alleviate gust loads.  Shortly after takeoff, an electrical failure in this system caused one 
of these control surfaces to deploy separately, causing an uncommanded roll.  The resulting 
aircraft upset caused the pilot significant surprise and difficulty in controlling the aircraft.

The pilot was not aware of supplementary procedures associated with the modification.  
The procedures did not adequately characterise the significance of the system failure, nor 
address the failure in all anticipated flight conditions.  Certification flight tests of the system 
did not reveal the severity of possible outcomes.  The ‘Aircraft Safety and Certification 
Reform Act 2020’ underway in the USA will review existing assumptions on pilot recognition 
and response.

Four Safety Recommendations are made, and safety action has been taken or is intended 
in the areas of training and the information to be provided, both for this system and for other 
supplementary systems capable of influencing the flight path of an aircraft.
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History of the flight

The pilot had recently bought the aircraft, which had been fitted during its previous 
ownership with ‘Active Technology Load Alleviation System’1 (ATLAS) wing extensions and 
winglets (Figure 1).  He was intending to fly himself and three friends from Bournemouth 
to Rotterdam.  The pilot, who operated the aircraft in a single pilot2 capacity, occupied the 
front left seat.  One friend occupied the front right seat, and the other two were seated in 
the passenger cabin.  

 
Figure 1

Overview of ATLAS winglet installation

The aircraft took off from Runway 08 at 1417 hrs and the pilot engaged the autopilot shortly 
afterwards.  It flew a heading of 075° and climbed to altitude 3,000 ft.  At 1418:35 hrs ATC 
instructed the aircraft to climb to FL100, which the pilot read back.  The ATCO instructed 
‘…resume own navigation direct goodwood’3, which required the aircraft to turn right.  
No response was received from the pilot to that and two further transmissions.  

The pilot recalled feeling light vibration, then a button on the left of the instrument panel 
labelled ‘atlas’ illuminated (Figure 2), displaying the text ‘atlas inop limit 140 kias’ in red.  
At 1418:39 hrs, when the aircraft was around 6 nm east of the airport, at 3,000 ft amsl 
and 258 KIAS, the aircraft rolled left with a rate the pilot described as “very quick”4.  ATC 
described N680KH turning “sharply… left and descending” (Figure 3)5.  As it rolled through 
45° the autopilot disengaged automatically.

Footnote
1 These incorporate Tamarack Active Camber Surfaces (TACSs) which are designed to extend automatically 

to alleviate wing loading, see Aircraft Information Section for more information.
² The aircraft can be flown by either one or two pilots.
³ Goodwood – a VOR East of Bournemouth.
⁴ Recorded data showed an average roll rate of approximately 4° per second.
⁵ The pilot had not finished inputting the required FL100 hence the mode C reading of ‘094’.
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ATLAS INOP button 

Figure 2
ATLAS INOP button in N680KH, inset representation of button when illuminated

 
Figure 3

ATC radar screenshot at 1419:14 hrs6

The pilot reported applying full right aileron and full right rudder, but these actions were 
insufficient to control the aircraft.  He moved the throttles to idle and used both hands on the 
control column, but the aircraft continued descending.  Recorded data showed that a bank 
angle alert7 was generated at around 60° roll, and there was a sharp increase in normal 
acceleration, which reached +2.65 g.  The aircraft’s roll angle peaked at 75° left wing down, 
with 9° nose down pitch, 19 seconds after the onset of the roll.  Its rate of descent peaked 
soon after at 4,500 ft/min, corresponding with an airspeed of 235 KIAS, reaching a minimum 
altitude of 2,300 ft. 

Footnote

⁶ Each marking across the extended centreline represents 1 nm.
⁷ The aural warning “Bank angle…Bank angle…Bank angle…Bank angle” was heard on the CVR.
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During the upset the pilot pressed the illuminated ATLAS button and re-set the atlas main 
circuit breaker (CB)8, but neither action had an effect. 

At 1419:18 hrs the pilot reported ‘a problem’ to ATC.  The ATCO attempted to ascertain 
what was wrong but the pilot sounded breathless and strained, and his transmissions were 
incomplete and difficult to decipher.  Whilst the pilot did not declare an emergency the 
ATCO, believing he sounded “extremely shaken”, advised him to join left hand downwind 
for Runway 08, and instigated a full emergency procedure9.

The pilot recalled it took all his strength to lift the aircraft’s nose, reduce its airspeed, and 
recover the bank angle to around 30° left wing down.  He climbed the aircraft to 3,200 ft and 
its airspeed reduced to 144 KIAS.  It then entered a descending left turn. 
 
After descending from 900 ft to 300 ft amsl during the downwind leg, the aircraft turned on 
to base leg above a sports field.  The pilot reported using continuous full right aileron and 
some right rudder until landing.  Less right rudder was required as airspeed reduced, and 
he achieved lateral control by modulating his right foot pressure.  By reducing that pressure 
the aircraft turned continuously through left base on to a 1 nm final approach, right of the 
runway centreline at 200 ft amsl (Figure 4).  The tower controller described the turn as so 
tight that the aircraft appeared to be “on its side”.  He and several colleagues believed the 
aircraft would crash short of the airfield.  At the landing speed of 105 KIAS the pilot believed 
he could land the aircraft straight so used “less right foot” to straighten the approach and, 
when over the runway, applied full flap.  The aircraft landed at 1423 hrs.

 

Figure 4
ATC radar screenshot at 1422:31 hrs

Footnote

⁸ The ATLAS circuit breakers were located on the cockpit’s ‘right CB panel’, adjacent to the co-pilot’s seat.
⁹ The unit ATC Manual describes this as follows. ‘When it is known, or is suspected to be, that an aircraft in 

the air is in such difficulties that there is a danger of an accident… The outside services are to be called for 
all Full Emergencies’.
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Meteorological information

The aerodrome weather was reported at 1420 hrs as wind of 12 kt from a direction of 140°, 
visibility greater than 10 km, broken clouds at 4,000 ft amsl, temperature 9°C and QNH 
1025 hPa.  

Personnel

The pilot operated N680KH privately under the privileges of his FAA ATPL and held a 
valid Class 1 medical certificate.  He undertook his initial Citation type conversion and 
subsequent recurrent training at a simulator training facility owned by the parent company 
of the aircraft manufacturer.  The record of his three-day recurrent check beginning 
3 May 2018 showed he achieved the top grading of ‘1’10 in all of the simulator items, and 
a written exam score of 100%.  

Since 1998 the pilot had bought four Cessna Citations; three11 new from the manufacturer 
and one, N680KH, from a private owner.  He flew all of these except one, which he re-sold 
before it was delivered.

Previous event

On 16 March 2019 at 1306 hrs, while flying from Buffalo (USA) to Goose Bay (Canada), 
the aircraft experienced an uncommanded roll to the left, and the atlas inop button 
illuminated.  

The pilot described the roll as less severe than the incident on 13 April 2019, with a 
maximum bank angle around 50°.  The atlas inop button was lit for around three to 
five seconds then extinguished without being pressed, after which the aircraft behaved 
normally.  He estimated the event lasted around twenty seconds.  He stated that he did 
not investigate it further because the system functioned normally for the remainder of that 
flight, and on four subsequent flights.

Recorded data

Several sources of recorded data were available for N680KH and have been used to create 
the combined plot in Figure 5.

Flight recorders

N680KH was not fitted, nor was it required to be fitted, with a Flight Data Recorder but was 
fitted with an optional CVR capable of recording for two hours before overwriting the oldest 
data.  The CVR was downloaded and was found to cover the entire incident flight.  Relevant 
detail from the CVR is annotated on Figure 5.

Footnote
10 The grading range was 1 ‘Proficient’, 2 ‘Normal progress’, 3 ‘Needs additional training’, and 4 ‘Unsatisfactory’.
11 Different types – CJ3, CJ4, Excel.
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Maintenance Diagnostic System

N680KH was equipped with a Rockwell Collins Proline 21 avionics suite that incorporated 
a maintenance diagnostic system (MDS) function.  Data from the MDS was downloaded 
and a fault history was retrieved, beginning on 14 April 2018.  This data covered the last 
500 faults and showed that two fault messages were generated on 13 April 2019, during the 
incident flight.  Both faults were logged when the autopilot disengaged at 1418 hrs12 having 
detected excessive pitch or roll.  The equipment manufacturer defined an excessive pitch or 
roll attitude as exceeding one of the following:

 ● a pitch angle lower than -15° nose down,
 ● a pitch angle higher than 25° nose up,
 ● or, a roll angle greater than ±45°.

Five flights earlier, on 16 March 2019 at 1306 hrs, corresponding with the leg from Buffalo 
to Goose Bay Airport and shortly after takeoff from Buffalo, the same fault message was 
recorded but this time from only one of the Flight Guidance Computers.

No other autopilot disengagements were recorded in the MDS fault history.    

Terrain Awareness and Warning System (TAWS)

A TAWS was fitted to N680KH and was activated three times during the incident flight.  The 
TAWS was not activated during the previous event on 16 March 2019.  

Each time the TAWS is activated it issues an alert to the pilot, automatically stores 20 seconds 
of data prior to the event and then records the following 10 seconds.

Data for the incident flight showed that after takeoff from Bournemouth the aircraft briefly 
levelled at approximately 3,000 ft13 , with a pitch attitude of 0° at between 250 KIAS and 
260 KIAS (between Point 1 and 2 on Figure 5).  The aircraft then began to roll to the left 
at approximately 4° per second (Point 2 on Figure 5).  Data from the CVR shows the 
pilot acknowledged an ATC clearance shortly afterwards and recorded data shows the 
revised climb altitude being selected.  Eleven seconds later, the aircraft rolled through 
approximately 45°.  The excessive roll caused the autopilot to disconnect automatically 
and was accompanied by an aural disconnect warning that was audible on the CVR.  
At this time the recorded pitch angle markedly decreased to 9° nose down (Point 3 on 
Figure 5).  As bank angle exceeded 60° a bank angle alert14 was generated (Point 4 
on Figure 5) and a sharp increase in normal acceleration was recorded which reached 
+2.65 g.  The bank angle reached a maximum of 75° left wing down, 19 seconds after 
the onset of the roll (between Point 4 and 5 on Figure 5), although the rate of descent 

Footnote
12 Autopilot disengagement is accompanied by an aural warning “Autopilot”; this was heard on the CVR for the 

incident flight.
13 All altitudes, unless stated otherwise, in the recorded data section of this report are barometric altitudes 

based on 1026 hPa.
14 The aural warning “Bank angle…Bank angle…Bank angle…Bank angle” was heard on the CVR for the 

incident flight.
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continued to increase and reached 4,500 ft/min (Point 5 on Figure 5), when the aircraft’s 
airspeed was 235 kt.  

A ‘too low – flaps’ alert occurred when the aircraft was on short final at approximately 
230 ft radio altitude, indicating that landing flap was not selected, followed immediately by a 
second bank angle alert (Point 6 on Figure 5).  This was triggered because the bank angle 
had reached 40° left wing down, 3 seconds earlier, at 260 ft radio altitude.

 

Figure 5
Summary plot of recorded information
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Cessna Aircraft Recording System data

N680KH was fitted with a Cessna designed Aircraft Recording System, a diagnostic and 
troubleshooting tool.  Several flights, including the incident flight, were recorded by the unit 
but the data covered a limited number of parameters.  Corrupted timestamp information 
required repair before the flights could be viewed using the manufacturer’s software.  Data 
for the incident flight confirmed that the speed brake was not used during the upset and the 
throttles were positioned such that both engines were operating at an N1 of 85% or less.  It 
was not possible to determine if the throttles had been moved to idle during the upset.

Mode S radar data

Mode S radar data was consistent with the TAWS data and showed that, after the TAWS 
data stopped following the first bank angle alert, the aircraft climbed at up to 5,500 ft/min 
and reached 3,200 ft (Point 7 on Figure 5).  During this climb the aircraft’s airspeed reduced 
to 144 kt, a loss of approximately 90 kt, before the aircraft entered a descending left turn 
and returned to the airport.

Aircraft information

The Cessna Citation CJ1+, a variant in the Cessna Model 525 series, is a light business jet 
configured to carry six passengers and operated by one or two pilots. 

N680KH had a valid airworthiness certificate and was maintained in accordance with the 
authorised aircraft maintenance manuals.  The aircraft was fitted with a Tamarack ATLAS, 
a modification approved under a supplemental type certificate (STC).  The aircraft was 
built in 2009 and the STC was incorporated in November 2017.  The aircraft had been 
purchased in March 2019 by the pilot, who was in the process of transferring the aircraft 
to the Belgian register.  

At the time of the serious incident the aircraft had accumulated 1,487 flying hours and the 
STC had been installed for 190 of those hours.  The last maintenance on the aircraft had 
been accomplished between 14 February and 7 March 2019, 14 flying hours before the 
serious incident.

Tamarack ATLAS 

The ATLAS is intended to provide increased aerodynamic efficiency without adverse 
structural effects due to the winglet installation.  The system operates independently of 
other aircraft systems.

To install the system on a Cessna Citation CJ1+, the original wing tips are removed 
and 22 inch extensions, incorporating the winglets, are attached (Figure 6).  Active 
aerodynamic control surfaces are positioned in the horizontal section of these extensions.  
These control surfaces (known as Tamarack Active Camber Surfaces, or TACS) are 
automatically activated in high positive or negative g situations to unload the wing and 
keep the wing loading within the original envelope.  
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Figure 6

Cessna 525 wing with ATLAS installed

A TACS Control Unit (TCU) is mounted in each wing.  The TCU comprises analogue control 
circuitry, an electric motor, gearing and a ball screw actuator module (Figure 7).  This drives 
each TACS mechanically as shown in Figure 8.  The TCUs are controlled by an ATLAS 
Control Unit (ACU), which is mounted close to the aircraft centre of gravity.  The ACU 
houses two accelerometers which monitor the aircraft’s movement in the vertical axis.  
When aircraft vertical acceleration exceeds specified positive or negative values, the ACU 
activates both TCUs symmetrically to aerodynamically unload the wings.  

 
Figure 7

Internal layout of TCU
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 Figure 8
Top view of mechanical linkages of ATLAS.  
Note: blue triangles indicate hinge points

Two linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) in each TCU feedback actuator position 
to the ACU.  The system is designed to activate the TACSs symmetrically (both up or both 
down), but if there is a difference between the LVDT readings, a difference between the 
commanded position and the recorded position of either TCU, or an asymmetry between 
the TCUs the system de-powers the actuators. 

The TACSs are designed to travel above and below the neutral point (faired) to relieve both 
positive and negative wing loads (Figure 9) and will travel to these positions in 0.1 seconds 
when commanded.  The actuators can be back driven by hand when de-powered.

In normal operation, the travel of a TACS is limited electronically within its respective TCU 
motor controller.  Mechanical stops within the actuator limit the travel of the TACS if the TCU 
is de-powered.  Additional mechanical stops are incorporated into the bellcrank to prevent 
large TACS deflections if the TCU experiences a mechanical failure.

If there are any faults with the system, such as a LVDT mismatch, a fault latch within the ACU 
will be triggered and the instrument panel mounted atlas inop push button will illuminate.  
When this is illuminated the actuators are de-powered.  Pressing the atlas inop button 
once clears the ACU fault latch and the system will resume normal operation.  The light will 
go out if the reset is successful, if it is not, the light will remain on.  Pressing it three times 
within three seconds will initiate a built-in test schedule to further attempt to rectify any 
faults.  
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Figure 9
Section view of TACS positions

Under normal circumstances the ATLAS system is powered when the aircraft master switch 
is on.  The control system utilises analogue electronic control and has no means to record 
any faults that occur during operation.  There are three CBs associated with the ATLAS 
system, one to isolate it entirely and two to isolate the emergency bus power for the atlas 
inop push button light.

The TACSs are mass balanced and their leading edges are ahead of their hinge line to 
reduce aerodynamic loads and improve the TACS response time.  As a result, a TACS could 
be aerodynamically forced to its mechanical stops if it were de-powered while unfaired15 in 
flight.

Aircraft examination 

Trouble shooting of N680KH was carried out at a maintenance facility before the AAIB was 
notified about the serious incident.  The maintenance engineers were in contact with the 
ATLAS manufacturer and had established that a fault with the left TACS was suspected as 
the cause of the event.  This troubleshooting revealed that when the system was initially 
powered up, the ATLAS warning light was on and the TACSs could be moved by hand.  
Further power cycling caused the left TACS to move to full upward deflection, where it 
remained.  Manipulation of the main ATLAS CB then caused the left TACS to translate to 
full downward deflection where it locked and would not move from this location, even when 
de-powered.  Examination of the TACS and the drive mechanisms associated with them 
revealed no fault or breakage.  It was therefore determined that the left TCU was likely to 

Footnote
15 The term ‘unfaired’ means the TACS is not in its faired position, either trailing edge up or down.
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have caused the uncommanded roll to the left.  Both TCUs were removed from the aircraft 
and shipped to the TCU manufacturer for assessment.  The ACU remained installed on the 
aircraft.  

TCU examination

The TCU examination was conducted at its manufacturer’s facility with representatives from 
the system manufacturer and the pilot also present.  This occurred before the AAIB was 
informed.

The right TCU (s/n 1014) passed all functional test and was therefore not subjected to any 
further assessment.  Figure 10 shows an image of TCU s/n 1014.

 Figure 10
TCU s/n 1014 after initial assessment

The left TCU (s/n 1015) was received with the actuator arm fully retracted and could not be 
moved by hand.  This is consistent with the TACS being trailing-edge down at the end of the 
troubleshooting.  The unit passed an electrical insulation resistance test, but it indicated an 
open circuit.  As the actuator arm was seized no functional testing could be conducted and 
the unit was prepared for stripping.  

When the unit was shaken, before removing the cover, something rattled inside.  Opening 
the unit revealed that the screw and washer which attached and earthed the electrical 
connector printed circuit board to the unit’s chassis were missing.  Both the screw and 
washer were found within the chassis16 (Figures 11 and 12).  

Footnote
16 As the screw and washer will have moved within the unit since the event, their observed locations would not 

have been representative of where they were at the time of the incident.
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Missing screw 

Actuator body 

TCU chassis 

Location of missing screw and washer Connector PCB 

Figure 11
TCU s/n 1015 showing where the crew should have been, and where it was found. 

 

 

Actuator body 

TCU chassis 

Figure 12
TCU s/n 1015 showing location missing washer was found

Damage in the actuator retract end stop (Figure 13) and thrust pack carrier was consistent 
with them being struck by the ball nut that travels with the actuator arm.  There was 
some resistance when the ball nut was separated from the thrust pack carrier, which was 
determined to be the cause of the actuator being locked in the retract position.  The impact 
marks on the retract end stop, and witness marks on the thrust pack carrier, indicated that 
the ball screw nut had struck the stop and thrust pack carrier with some force.  The impact 
marks in the stop were 0.012 inch deep.  This damage probably occurred during the trouble 
shooting activity when the aircraft was on the ground.  
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Ball nut 

Retract End Stop 

Ball screw 

Figure 13
TCU s/n 1015 impact marking from actuator ball screw against retract end stop  
(retract end stop turned to show impact mark next to contact point on ball nut)

The main printed circuit board (PCB) within the unit was removed and examined to identify 
the cause of the reported faults.  Initially the PCB was slaved to an undamaged actuator 
assembly and when powered up the actuator immediately retracted to its hard stop.  The 
PCB was then removed and elements of the PCB were tested in isolation.  It was found 
that one of the microchips was not functioning correctly and was producing a continuous 
+11 VDC.  This set the actuator motor drive circuit to full speed in the retract direction.  This 
was probably a result of permanent damage to the chip arising from a short circuit caused 
by the loose screw or washer within the unit.  This would have driven the left TACS to the 
trailing-edge down position, which is not consistent with uncommanded roll to the left in 
flight and was probably the cause of the retraction during troubleshooting. 

The manufacturer conducted a failure assessment of the actuator to establish what might 
cause the left TACS to deploy trailing-edge up (actuator extended), and determined that a 
short between two pins within the connector head could drive the TCU arm to the extend 
hard stop.  Testing this scenario confirmed that the TCU arm could extend momentarily 
before being de-powered.  This may have been sufficient for the TACS to extend to the 
mechanical stops under aerodynamic load during flight when the TCU was de-powered by 
the fault detection circuitry within the ACU.
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Aircraft flight manual

Operating procedures

The aircraft’s ‘Airplane Flight Manual’17 (AFM) ‘SECTION III – OPERATING PROCEDURES’ 
contained procedures in the following order: ‘White message’, ‘Amber message’, ‘Red 
message’18, ‘Emergency/Abnormal’19 and ‘Normal’.

Emergency and abnormal procedures

The ‘Emergency and abnormal procedures’ section stated:

‘A red box around the title denotes an emergency procedure.  Some 
emergency situations require immediate corrective action.  These numbered 
steps are printed in double-lined boxes in the Emergency/Abnormal 
Procedures sections and are intended to be accomplished without the need 
to refer to the AFM or checklist.’ 

As an example of their layout, the following is an excerpt from the AFM ‘Jammed elevator 
trim tab (cruise)’ procedure.

 

Footnote
17 Cessna Airplane Flight Manual, Citation CJ1+ Model 525 (525-0600 thru -0799), Revision 3, 27 March 2012.
18 Aircraft messages were colour coded as white, amber and red in increasing severity.
19 Procedures grouped by system for malfunctions which don’t necessarily generate an aircraft message.
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Following is an excerpt from the ‘Elevator trim runaway’ AFM procedure.

 

Pilot’s checklists

The aircraft manufacturer published two ‘Citation CJ1+ Pilot’s Checklist’ documents20 
entitled ‘Normal Procedures’ and ‘Emergency/Abnormal Procedures’, which replicated AFM 
procedures but excluded systems descriptions.  The first page stated:

‘The Pilots’ Checklist… should not be used until the flight crew has become 
familiar with the airplane, its systems and the FAA approved Airplane Flight 
Manual.  Should any conflict exist between the checklist and the checklist in the 
FAA approved Airplane Flight Manual, the Flight Manual shall take precedence.  
All Airplane Flight Manual Normal, Emergency and Abnormal Procedure items 
must be accomplished regardless of which checklist is used.’21

Basic AFM supplements

The AFM was approved by the FAA and published by the aircraft manufacturer.  The 
introduction to ‘SECTION V SUPPLEMENTS’ stated

‘The supplements in this section contain amended operating limitations, 
operating procedures, performance data and other necessary information for 
airplanes conducting special operations and for airplanes equipped with specific 
options.  Operators should refer to each supplement to ensure that all limitations 
and procedures appropriate for their airplane are observed…

A non-FAA Approved Log of Supplements is provided for convenience only.  
This log is a numerical list of all the supplements published for this airplane…’

The log it referred to was a list headed ‘Log of Approved Supplements’.  

Footnote
20 The manufacturer’s checklist referred to these as ‘Current with model 525 Citation CJ1+ (525-0600 thru 

-0799) FAA approved Airplane Flight Manual Rev. 3, 27 March 2012 (part number 525FMB-03)’.
21 The original quoted text was in upper case.
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ATLAS AFM supplement

The ATLAS AFM supplement (AFMS)22 was approved by EASA23 and published by the 
Design Organisation (DO).  As an STC, it was not included in the basic AFM but was 
provided to ATLAS purchasers for them to install in their AFM.  

Information from ATLAS AFM Supplement 

General

The title page of the ATLAS AFMS stated: ‘This supplement is part of, and must be placed in, 
the basic FAA Approved Flight Manual…’.  The top of each subsequent page was labelled 
‘SECTION V – SUPPLEMENTS’.   

ATLAS inoperative procedure

The relevant parts24 of the ‘ATLAS inoperative procedure’ were as follows.

 

 
Footnote
22 ‘Airplane Flight Manual Supplement CA/DD/M038 TAMARACK® - ACTIVE TECHNOLOGY LOAD 

ALLEVIATION SYSTEM (ATLAS™) WINGLETS Issue B’.  
23 The ‘ATLAS winglet certification’ section of this report explains EASA’s involvement during the certification 

process.
24 After the main procedure title, the AFMS detailed the ‘ATLAS inoperative on the ground’ before the ‘In-flight’ 

procedure.  
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The AFM defined a ‘Warning’ (in the context of a procedure) as ‘Operating procedures, 
techniques, etc., which can result in personal injury or loss of life if not carefully followed.’

It defined a ‘Caution’ as ‘Operating procedures, techniques, etc., which can result in damage 
to equipment if not carefully followed’.  The AFMS did not provide fuel and flight planning 
information for TACS deployed failure conditions, which would include flying at 140 KIAS.  

N680KH’s documents

After the serious incident, N680KH’s AFM was found at the rear of the aircraft, rather 
than the flight deck.  It contained pages five to eighteen25 of the ATLAS winglet AFMS, in 
reverse order, in the section entitled ‘White message procedures’26.  Those ATLAS AFMS 
pages included the sections on normal and emergency procedures.  

AFM ‘SECTION VI WEIGHT AND BALANCE DATA’ contained an updated ‘Airplane 
Weighing Form’, an FAA ‘Major Repair and Alteration’ document and an ‘Equipment List 
Amendment’27 relating to the ATLAS winglets, along with a copy of the STC.  

Two sets of the ‘Normal’ and ‘Emergency/Abnormal’ Pilot’s Checklists were in the flight 
deck, one set each side.  The pilot indicated that when the incident occurred he was aware 
of the presence and basic functioning the ATLAS winglets but not the extent to which they 
could affect the aircraft’s controllability, or the existence of its AFM supplement.  

Regulatory information

The FAA Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)28 91.50529 stated:

‘Each pilot in command of an airplane shall, before beginning a flight, become 
familiar with the Airplane Flight Manual for that airplane…’.

CFR 91.7 stated:

‘The pilot in command of a civil aircraft is responsible for determining whether 
that aircraft is in condition for safe flight...’.

EASA Part NCO.GEN.105: 

‘Pilot-in-command responsibilities and authority’, states: ‘The pilot-in-command 
shall be responsible for… recording… all known or suspected defects in the 
aircraft at the termination of the flight, or series of flights, in the aircraft technical 
log or journey log for the aircraft.’

Footnote
25 The complete AFMS was around 190 pages.
26 White messages – advisory in nature, sometimes requiring future action.
27 Those three documents were dated 20 November 2017.
28 Under which N680KH was operated.
29 CFR Part 91 ‘General Operating and Flight Rules’, Subpart F [accessed October 2020].
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The EASA described a TACS fault as a ‘defect that hazards seriously the flight safety’ and 
indicated that on that basis it would expect the condition to be reported.

The EASA requires manufacturers to submit ‘Operational Suitability Data’ when applying for 
a change to a type certificate (TC) or for an STC.  It stated:
 

‘Annex I to Regulation (EU) 748/2012 (Part-21) requires an applicant for a 
change to a TC or for an STC to assess the impact of design changes to the 
Operational Suitability Data [OSD].  This latest requirement, as implemented 
with amending Regulation (EU) 69/2014, requires that all such applications 
filed from 19 December 2016, include an approval of the associated changes 
to the OSD FC [30], when applicable.  Part of this approval are pilot training 
elements associated to a specific design, when such elements are identified 
in the certification process.’

Additional information from the pilot and passenger

The pilot reported that during the upset he intended to follow the instruction marked on the 
ATLAS button to reduce airspeed, but he was “fighting” to control the aircraft.  Although he 
was trying to raise the aircraft’s nose to slow down, at one stage he accepted the increased 
rate of descent because he was concerned about losing control and considered landing 
on the sports field.  He reflected that he didn’t have time to consider using speedbrake or 
aileron trim, but also that he needed both hands on the control column.  He found controlling 
the aircraft easier at lower airspeeds.

The passenger in the front right seat reported that the pilot “…tried to regain control of the 
aircraft using his full weight on the control [column] pulled towards him and hung to the 
right, giving full feet to the rudder.  He actually hung half over my lap… and I heard him 
say… several times ‘come on’, which I assume meant that the aircraft had to respond to his 
actions”. 

The pilot reported being unsure if the atlas inop light was actually a button, but he intuitively 
pressed it, and re-set the related CB, hoping to disable the system.  He was able to reach 
the CB because he was already leaning across the flight deck.  

Additional information from air traffic control

Following are some relevant parts of the transcript contained in Bournemouth ATC’s 
investigation report31 for the event32.

‘14:19:02   N680KH Bournemouth (The aircraft starts turning sharply left 
and descending)

Footnote
30 Flight Crew.
31 Submitted to the CAA as a Mandatory Occurrence Report.
32 The original document’s text colours and italicisation has been preserved as far as practical, with black 

ellipses representing gaps between excerpts.  The different colours represent different individuals or 
communication methods: blue – ATCO; red – the pilot; green, orange – ATC internal communications.
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14:19:09 N680KH Bournemouth

14:19:14 N680KH Bournemouth radar do you read…

14:19:18 Readability five (breathing heavily) we have a problem

14:19:26  N680KH Bournemouth Roger what’s the nature of your problem

14:19:31 We have erm a ..... (breathless)

14:19:36  .....a failure of the......of the of the erm tamaracks

14:19:45 Roger I don’t understand that system Sir do you wish to return 
to Bournemouth to land

14:19:50 I wish to..(garbled)...Bournemouth to land yes 

14:19:51 (On intercom to Tower) answer the phone quick

 yep

 right he sounds really panicked we don’t know what the problem 
is, he’s coming back in…

14:19:53 N680KH roger join downwind left hand visually for runway 08 I 
have traffic on final approach at err 5 miles I can break him off…

14:20 …the tower controller contacts AFS33 and instigates a full 
emergency stage 134.

14:20:35 N680KH report final runway 08 if you are able there is traffic on 
final approach at one mile. 

14:20:42 Copied err a ..(Inaudible)..680KH

14:20:47 680KH just say again the nature of your problem

14:20:51 tamarack failure for the...680KH tamarack failure roger winglets 
(this transmission from the pilot of N680KH was mainly 
indecipherable)…

14:21:15  …break N680KH you are cleared to land runway 08 the surface 
wind 150 degrees 10 knots

14:21:25  Cleared to land err....’

The ATCO described the aircraft entering a “last minute dive” followed by a “very unstable 
landing”.

The report stated ‘…the pilots voice suggested that he was exerting a high level of physical 
effort in controlling the aircraft’.  The event was defined by their safety management system 
as ‘Hazardous’, which was the second most serious of five risk levels, because it ‘narrowly 
avoided a collision…’.

Footnote
33 Aerodrome fire service.
34 Stage 1 – For aircraft with a passenger carrying capacity of 20 or less.
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ATLAS winglet certification 

Introduction

The original design and manufacture of the ATLAS system was completed in the USA, 
but at that time FAA workload meant it was not possible to certify the system quickly in 
the USA.  The manufacturer therefore identified an organisation in the UK with Design 
Organisation Approval which worked with the manufacturer to certify the STC in Europe to 
EASA CS-2335, the certification specification for ‘Normal, Utility, Aerobatic, and Commuter 
Category Aeroplanes’.

Initial certification of the STC by EASA was granted on 22 December 2015 as 
STC 10056170 and revision 2 was published on 27 June 2016.  N680KH was modified 
to incorporate the ATLAS system under import STC SA03842NY, approved by the FAA 
in December 201636.

Flight testing

General information

The DO’s ‘Flight test report’37,38 for the ATLAS modification purposed to demonstrate 
compliance with relevant EASA Certification Specifications (CS-23)39, and some special 
conditions.  It did this by reviewing and approving the winglet manufacturer’s documentation 
including its ‘Flight test report’ and its ‘ATLAS dual asymmetry flight test report’ – which 
were included in the main flight test report as Annexes A and C, respectively.  Annex D 
contained EASA’s certification flight tests.

The winglet manufacturer tested the following TACS failure cases40.  (The test procedure is 
described in the ‘Additional flight testing’ section below).

 ● Maximum41 symmetric deflection
 ● Maximum dual42 asymmetric deflection left (left TACS up and right TACS 

down)
 ● Maximum dual asymmetric deflection right (right TACS up and left TACS 

down)  

The EASA indicated that individual technical failures were tested for certification, rather 
than multiple failures, and assumed predicted failure rates of components.  Therefore, it 
flight tested single43 asymmetric deflections because a dual TACS failure was considered 
‘extremely improbable’.  
Footnote
35 The equivalent FAA document is CFR 23.
36 The FAA has a bilateral agreement with EASA, which allowed for issuance of an FAA STC.
37 CA/DD/TSR063, October 2015.
38 Produced in association with other documents, including ‘Flight test analysis report’, ‘Functional hazard 

assessment’ and ‘System safety assessment’.
39 CS-23 Amendment 3, 20 July 2012.
40 Flight tests were performed at critical weights and centres of gravity.
41 Maximum deflection for TACS up was 18°, and for TACS down was 8°.
42 Dual asymmetry – both TACSs are deflected in opposite directions.  
43 Single asymmetry – one TACS is deflected and the opposite one is faired.  
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The EASA stated that TACS failure modes were tested on all occasions using what it 
considered “industry standard” reaction times of three seconds during cruise with autopilot 
engaged, and one second for takeoff, climb and landing phases (when it was assumed a 
pilot may be monitoring more actively)44. 

CS-23 ‘Flight characteristics’, section ‘CS 23.141 General’ stated

‘The aeroplane must meet the requirements of CS 23.143 to 23.253 at all 
practical loading conditions and all operating altitudes, not exceeding the 
maximum operating altitude… for which certification has been requested, 
without requiring exceptional piloting skill, alertness or strength.’

Unless otherwise stated, the following flight testing information pertains to dual TACS 
failures, the results for associated single TACS failures being consistent and less critical in 
load and controllability.  

Controllability and manoeuvrability

The TACS failure procedure required the test pilot to: 

‘record… ability to safely control and maneuver the airplane with the most 
adverse TACS position without the use of exceptional pilot skill and with the 
normal use of controls.’  

Flight test report Annex A section 3.6.16 ‘General – all flight phases’ stated:

‘Controllability and maneuverability were satisfactory at all test points and there 
were no marginal conditions with regard to required pilot strength… 

For all failure scenarios tested… there were no hazardous flight path deviations 
and it was also demonstrated that the aeroplane is safely controllable and that 
a pilot can perform all manoeuvres and operations necessary to effect safe flight 
and landing in case of failure.’

Trim

Flight test report section 3.35.2.5, ‘…Trim’, stated:

‘The ability to adequately trim the aircraft for the three TACS failures conditions 
was assessed.  The tests were conducted for a high speed cruise configuration 
at VH45, for an approach with Flap 0°, and in the landing configuration.’

Footnote
44 These reaction times are specified in FAA AC 23-17C ‘Systems and equipment guide for certification of part 

23 airships and airplanes’ (accessed 24 July 2020).
45 Vh was tested at 237 KIAS.
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Flight test report Annex A, section 3.6.23 ‘Trim’ stated:

‘All trim requirements were met in both [normal] and asymmetric TACS conditions 
with the trim system always capable of reducing roll control force to less than 
5 lb.’46

Reference approach landing speed

Flight test report section 3.35.2.2 ‘Reference Approach Landing Speed’ (VREF) stated:

‘Simulated approaches in the landing configuration… were flown at the 
AFM-derived VREF and with the aircraft trimmed to account for the failures.  In 
all cases the aircraft behaviour was acceptable and no unsafe characteristics 
were detected.’ 

Flight test report Annex A section 3.6.12 ‘Reference Approach Landing Speed’ stated:

‘Once the aileron trim was set for an asymmetrical TACS failure condition, the 
aircraft behaves as would be expected of a trimmed aircraft.’

Flight test report Annex D, ‘Control during landings’, for single asymmetry, stated that 
the pilot completed the landing ‘without using any exceptional skill or control force, with 
sufficient travel remaining in each surface to compensate for the conditions.’

Autopilot

Flight test report section 3.44 ‘Automatic Pilot System’ described the effect of ATLAS failures 
on the autopilot as follows:

‘The aircraft was flown at a variety of speeds up to 240 KIAS and various 
standard manoeuvres were performed for each condition.  In all cases, even 
when the autopilot disconnected, aircraft loads were acceptable and there was 
negligible deviation from the flight path.  

… the asymmetric failure conditions caused rolls followed (for the 180 KIAS 
and 240 KIAS test speeds) by autopilot disconnect when bank angle limits were 
reached.  At 180 KIAS, autopilot disconnect typically occurred at 5 to 7 seconds 
from ATLAS failure.  At 240 KIAS, the time was typically 2 seconds.

The rolls and the subsequent autopilot disconnect are readily discernible to the 
pilot, therefore it will quickly become obvious if there has been a system failure, 
even if the ATLAS INOP Button light is missed.  Given a pilot reaction time of 
147 second, it has been assessed that no unsafe conditions can subsequently 
result.’

Footnote
46 5 lbf was the CS-23 (amendment 3) limit for prolonged application in roll.  Force limits were not specified in 

later amendments of CS-23.
47 The winglet manufacturer reported this should state ‘or 3’ seconds.
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Flight test report Annex A section 3.6.39 ‘Automatic Pilot System’ stated:

‘…At higher speeds, control forces to arrest roll due to an asymmetric TACS 
condition approached the temporary control force limit of 50 lb48.  That force was 
immediately relieved with any application of counter trim.’ 

Flight test report Annex D ‘Automatic pilot system’ found, for single asymmetry, the 240 KIAS 
right hand turn was critical, achieving 40° angle of bank and airspeed increase of less than 
10 KIAS without automatic autopilot disengagement.  The pilot response to a straight and 
level flight test point was ‘not strictly per the procedures’ in the AFMS: ’… the pilot first 
responded to the lateral upset, then reduced speed once the upset had been countered’.   
The report stated: 

‘…the procedural order is critical: power reduction and speed brake deployment 
are higher priority than responding to the roll upset.  This is unusual when 
compared to other roll upset recovery procedures (e.g., autopilot roll axis or 
lateral trim runaway).  Other recovery procedures (e.g., unusual attitude 
recovery from a nose down position49) are similar in that power reduction to 
minimize speed increase is prioritized.’

Hazard classification

Using definitions from FAA AC 23.1309-1E50 (shown in Table 1), dual asymmetric TACS 
deflection was classified ‘Hazardous’, and single deflection ‘Major’51.  The allowable 
quantitative probability of a hazardous event was less than 10-7 per flying hour, which was 
qualified by analysis of predicted failure rates of the system.   

Hazard classification Description

 
Major 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Failure conditions that would reduce the 
capability of the airplane or the ability of 
the crew to cope with adverse operating 
conditions to the extent that there would be 
a significant reduction in safety margins or 
functional capabilities.  In addition, the failure 
condition has a significant increase in crew 
workload or in conditions impairing crew 
efficiency; or a discomfort to the flight crew 
or physical distress to passengers or cabin 
crew, possibly including injuries.

Footnote
48 From CS-23 (amendment 3).
49 Detailed in the aircraft’s operating manual, Citation CJ1+ 525OMB-01.
50 ‘System Safety Analysis and Assessment for Part 23 Airplanes’.
51 The five severity classifications for failure conditions were: no safety effect, minor, major, hazardous and 

catastrophic.
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Hazard classification Description

 
Hazardous 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Failure conditions that would reduce the 
capability of the airplane or the ability of 
the crew to cope with adverse operating 
conditions to the extent that there would be 
the following:

(a)   A large reduction in safety margins or 
functional capabilities; 

(b)   Physical distress or higher workload 
such that the flight crew cannot be 
relied upon to perform their tasks 
accurately or completely; 

or 
(c)   Serious or fatal injury to an occupant 

other than the flight crew.

 
Catastrophic 

 
 
 

Failure conditions that are expected to 
result in multiple fatalities of the occupants, 
or incapacitation or fatal injury to a flight 
crewmember normally with the loss of the 
airplane.

Table 1
FAA AC 23.1309-1E Hazard classifications

Additional flight testing 

Flight test report section 3.44 ‘Automatic pilot system’ stated:

‘Further flight testing, as shown in Annex C, was conducted to provide 
quantitative data in justifying the hazard classification for the TACS dual 
asymmetric failure case as Hazardous and not Catastrophic...  The results 
demonstrate that the failure condition does not meet any of the Catastrophic 
classification criteria…’ 

Flight test report Annex C section 1.6 described the ‘Test procedure’ as follows.

‘Once the autopilot was set, the [pilot in command (PIC) and Safety Pilot] 
both removed their hands and feet from the controls...  The PIC depressed 
the Recognition Button and… After the flight crew announced they were 
ready, the [flight test engineer (FTE)] used the TACS Manual Control Box to 
inject a sudden dual asymmetric failure without warning… Immediately upon 
recognizing the failure, the PIC released the Recognition Button, starting the 
automatic countdown52.  At the end of [this] the Reaction Light illuminated… 

Footnote
52 Reaction time.
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the PIC immediately removed his hands from his lap and initiated recovery 
procedures per the ATLAS AFMS…  Once the airplane had returned to level roll 
attitude, the FTE removed the failure, returning the TACS to neutral positions.’

Flight test report Annex C included the following ‘Flight test results interpretation matrix’ and 
‘Review of critical test parameters’ (Figures 14 and 15).

 
Figure 14

‘Flight test results interpretation matrix’ from Flight test report Annex C

 
Figure 15

‘Review of critical test parameters’ from Flight test report Annex C

Additional organisation information

The DO reflected that a pilot’s instinctive tendency to correct sudden roll using opposite 
aileron53 precipitated the ‘Warning’ in the ‘ATLAS inoperative in flight’ AFMS procedure to 
address speed reduction first54; and that the warning related to the high speed case. 

The regulator stated that it is instinctual for pilots to respond to roll rate.  Therefore, the 
‘ATLAS Inoperative in flight’ procedure must be followed immediately (in other words, 
contrary to a pilot’s instincts to control roll first).  

A member of one of the test flying teams explained that the dual asymmetric TACS failure 
was “severe” but that they were able to control the aircraft.  They confirmed that after the 
initial handling of it, the remainder of its associated test flying assumed the use of roll trim. 

Footnote
53 Example of a ‘skill-based response’ – highly practiced, largely physical, with almost no conscious monitoring.
54 Example of a ‘knowledge-based response’ – almost completely conscious, for novel or new situations.
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Information from the winglet manufacturer

The manufacturer produced a product information document for prospective buyers entitled 
‘Unlock the Beauty and Performance of Your Jet – ATLAS® Active Winglets for Cessna 
Citation CJ, CJ1 and CJ1+’.  It stated: 

‘…Failure modes are benign and the only required pilot action in the event of 
a failure is to slow to the indicated airspeed shown on the cockpit annunciator.’

A customer testimonial in that document stated:

‘…The benign nature of the installation requires no structural modifications and 
the fail-safe mode simply allows the active surfaces to trail on failure.’

The winglet manufacturer’s ‘ATLAS Active Winglet Delivery Checklist: CJ, CJ1, CJ1+, M2’55 
for new customers advised:

‘…ATLAS annunciations are rare; however, if ATLAS INOP button is illuminated, 
slow to 140 KIAS and follow the ATLAS INOP procedure – speed reduction is 
first priority in failure conditions.

NOTE: Significant aileron input may be required if an ATLAS failure at high 
indicated airspeed includes a TACS asymmetric deployment.  Like other unlikely 
system failures, it may produce increased control forces which are diminished 
with reduced airspeed, as per normal upset training.’

The delivery checklist contained items relating to the content of the AFMS, including an 
‘Emergency procedures’ section, which summarised the ATLAS inoperative in flight 
procedure.  It did not give guidance on installing the AFMS in an aircraft’s existing AFM.  

The winglet manufacturer reported that it, and its dealer network, conducted a ‘handoff 
procedure’ for anyone collecting a newly modified aircraft from them using the delivery 
checklist.  That including a briefing on the AFMS and its procedures.  There was no such 
provision for subsequent owners of aircraft with this equipment installed.

The winglet manufacturer stated that it intends to offer its product ‘For commercial airliners, 
military aircraft, UAV and UAS applications…’.56

FAA airplane flying handbook

The FAA’s ‘Airplane flying handbook’57 provides ‘basic… skills and knowledge which are 
essential for flying airplanes’.

Footnote
55 The winglet manufacturer reported having a document control process, for standardisation and revision 

tracking.  At the time of the incident, the delivery checklist was not included that process.
56 https://tamarackaero.com/technology/commercial-military-jet-winglets [accessed November 2020].
57 FAA-H-8083-3B (2016).

https://tamarackaero.com/technology/commercial-military-jet-winglets
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Its chapter on ‘Maintaining aircraft control: Upset prevention and recovery training’ stated:

‘An unusual attitude is commonly referenced as an unintended or unexpected 
attitude in instrument flight… the term “upset” is inclusive of unusual attitudes.  
An upset is defined as an event that unintentionally exceeds the parameters 
normally experienced in flight or training.  These parameters are: 

 ● Pitch attitude greater than 25°, nose up
 ● Pitch attitude greater than 10°, nose down
 ● Bank angle greater than 45°
 ● Within the above parameters, but flying at airspeeds inappropriate for 

the conditions.’

It summarised upset recovery procedures as follows.  

1. Disconnect the wing leveller or autopilot
2. Apply forward column or stick pressure to unload the airplane
3. Aggressively roll the wings to the nearest horizon
4. Adjust power as necessary by monitoring airspeed
5. Return to level flight’

CAA flight crew human factors handbook

In Civil Aviation Publication (CAP) 737 - Flightcrew human factors handbook58, published by 
the UK CAA, the chapter entitled ‘Workload’ states: 

‘Very high workload (particularly fast onset) and feelings of not coping with the 
workload can cause high arousal or stress… Under a high workload task, a pilot 
may not have the capacity to search and assess other areas, problems and 
alternatives.’

The chapter entitled ‘Surprise and startle’59 includes the following:

‘The fight or flight response is an innate reaction… All mental capacity becomes 
focussed on the threat and/or the escape from it… [It] is accompanied by an 
urge to be engaged in the active solution.

…example: an unusual attitude.  While easy enough normally, when experiencing 
extreme fight or flight, a pilot may glance at the attitude indicator but be unable to 
make sense of it… because the brain does not want to dwell on assessment…

Footnote
58 https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%20737%20DEC16.pdf [accessed November 2020].
59 ‘Startle reflex’ – the first response to a sudden, intense event; ‘Surprise’ – results from a disparity between a 

person’s expectations, and what is perceived.

https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP%20737%20DEC16.pdf
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…in a severe upset situation or with a primary control or display problem, the 
‘aviate’ task may not be resolvable when in the fight or flight state, and the 
pilot(s) could get stuck trying to ‘aviate.’60

Other events

During initial introduction of the STC into service the manufacturer was made aware of 
several TCU failure events, listed in Table 2.   The DO was informed of the first two events 
immediately and reported them using the European Aviation Safety Reporting on-line portal.  
On entering the website, the DO reported the events on the UK register not knowing that, 
as the STC had been certified though the EASA, they should have issued the safety reports 
to the EASA61 by clicking on the EASA link shown in Figure 16.  Although the UK regulator 
forwarded the occurrence reports via an automated transmission to the European Central 
Repository, the EASA did not become aware of them immediately.  The EASA was made 
aware of the first event by other means and the occurrence report was provided to them 
by the UK CAA.  An EASA risk assessment of the single event did not identify an unsafe 
condition and therefore no action was considered necessary

The winglet manufacturer reported the events that occurred in January and March 2019 to 
the FAA but did not inform the DO or EASA until after the N680KH serious incident.  The DO 
subsequently formally notified the EASA once they had been made aware.

The certifying authority was therefore only aware of one event involving the ATLAS system 
prior to the serious incident involving N680KH.

Date Reported Event

February 2018 Aircraft banked to the right in cruise achieving approximately 30° of 
bank as the pilot recovered.  ATLAS would not reset in the air.

August 2018

Left Seat was being trained by Right Seat. “Right Seat” told “Left 
Seat” to recover and “Left Seat” did without “Right Seat” touching 
controls. “Left Seat” reported full aileron input for recovery. “Right 
Seat” reports that he “was never out of training mode”.

January 2019 Pilot reported a violent roll input.  Passenger didn’t notice the event 
until landing.

March 2019 Pilot reported a roll input he assumed was autopilot hardover.  Less 
than 45° bank during recovery, using 1/4 to 1/3 roll input.

Table 2
Other TCU events

Footnote
60 ‘Aviate, navigate, communicate’ – a task prioritisation rule commonly used by pilots.
61 EU Regulation 376/2014 Article 4 requires that ‘…each organisation established in a Member State which is 

certified or approved by the Agency [EASA] shall report to the Agency the details of occurrences …. as soon 
as possible, and in any event no later than 72 hours after becoming aware of the occurrence.’
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Figure 16
Aviation reporting home screen

On 30 November 2018, a Cessna 525A, N525EG, with ATLAS winglets installed, crashed 
shortly after takeoff near Memphis, Indiana, USA, fatally injuring the three occupants 
onboard.  The US National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) stated that while climbing 
through 6,000 ft amsl, the aircraft turned left and descended, then disappeared from radar.  
The NTSB investigation is ongoing.

Service Bulletins

The system manufacturer’s investigation into the reported events revealed that in some of 
the events the PCB attachment screw had come loose.  It found that at the limits of tolerance 
of the hole, the spring washer could move into the hole.  This reduced the clamping 
load in the joint, loosening the screw and eventually allowing it to become dislodged.  
Service Bulletin (SB) CAS/SB1467 issue A, was issued by the DO on 25 April 2018 and 
revised to issue B on 1 August 2018, instructing operators to remove both TCUs and 
replace them with units that had been modified to incorporate improved connector PCB 
earthing and securing screw retention.  It stated that an inflight system failure of the 
ATLAS system had been reported, resulting in a TACS ‘hard over’.  The modification was 
issued as ‘Category 2: Do as soon as possible without effect on service or by 150 flight 
hours or 1 year from the date of receipt of this service bulletin, whichever occurs first.’ 
It was therefore a recommended embodiment, and was not mandated by the relevant 
airworthiness authority.  At the time of the incident, the SB had not been embodied on 
N680KH.  The aircraft had accumulated 107 flight hours and it was less than a year since 
the SB had been released. 

Another SB, CAS/SB1475 issue A, issued by the DO on 1 March 2019, introduced the 
fitment of “centering strips” (Figure 17) to the trailing edges of both TACSs:

‘1) Return the TACS to faired when TCU power is removed and 2) Return the 
TACS to the faired position if they are “blown” out of position if ATLAS power is 
removed.’
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The modification documentation stated that there had been three uncommanded roll 
events relating to system failures.  Due to the aerodynamic overbalance of the TACSs, 
it was possible for them to remain deployed if they were not faired when the TCUs were 
de-powered.  

 Figure 17
Centering strips introduced via Service Bulletin CAS/SB1475 issue A

The system manufacturer described aircraft response to an uncommanded and stuck 
TACS deployment as “benign”, and as such the embodiment requirement of the SB was 
‘Category 7: Do at customer convenience.’; effectively an optional SB.  At the time of 
the incident, N680KH had not embodied CAS/SB1475 issue A, but the modification pack 
had been provided to the pilot.

Airworthiness Directives

On 19 April 2019, when the EASA was made aware of the serious incident involving 
N680KH, and subsequently the other events, it immediately issued an Emergency 
Airworthiness Directive (EAD) 2019-0086-E.  This EAD required that all ATLAS equipped 
aircraft have their ATLAS deactivated and restrict the movement of the TACSs by applying 
‘Speed Tape over the gaps around the each TACS, on both upper and lower surfaces, 
to ensure the free movement is not possible’.  Flight envelope limitations were also set 
to reduce wing loading, by limiting the aircraft to 140 kt, and to avoid icing conditions.  
It allowed operation of the aircraft with the ATLAS system disabled for 100 hours in 
accordance with the EASA approved master minimum equipment list (MMEL).  

On 24 May 2019, the FAA issued an Airworthiness Directive (AD) 2019-08-13.  This AD 
was applicable to all aircraft with the ATLAS system installed and was in response to the 
EASA EAD 2019-0086-E.  It prohibited operations of the aircraft with the ATLAS system 
installed and was effective on the day of issue.  The FAA AD prohibited further flight with 
the ATLAS system installed until ‘a modification has been incorporated in accordance with 
an FAA-approved method.’
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At the time of the EASA EAD, the FAA did not have an approved MMEL for ATLAS 
operations, so the FAA AD did not allow operations with the ATLAS system disabled.

On 4 July 2019 SB CAS/SB1480 was issued by the DO, which mandated the embodiment 
of SBs CAS/SB1467 and CAS/SB1475: improving screw retention within the TCU 
and introducing centering strips on the TACS trailing edges respectively.  The SB also 
introduced changes to improve TCU reliability.

On 10 July 2019, the FAA issued an alternate means of compliance (AMOC) which, if 
complied with, removed the flight restrictions put in place by the FAA AD.  The AMOC 
required operators to follow instructions identified in SB CAS/SB1480.

On 9 August 2019, EASA issued a revision to EAD 2019-0086-E, which was effective on 
23 August 2019.  The revision removed the restrictions put in place by the EASA EAD if the 
instructions identified in SB CAS/SB1480 were complied with.  The original STC was also 
revised to include the appropriate modifications outlined in SB CAS/SB1480.

Purchasing process

Prior to purchasing N680KH from a private owner an ‘Aircraft Pre-Buy Survey Report’ was 
produced by the aircraft manufacturer for the pilot62.  The pre-buy inspection was intended to 
give the buyer an independent assessment of the condition of the aircraft prior to purchase, 
but stated that it:

‘does not: (a) ensure the total integrity of the Aircraft; (b) represent that the 
aircraft is airworthy; (c) satisfy the Inspection requirements for continued 
airworthiness of the aircraft....’  

In addition to assessing the aircraft physically, the inspection reviewed available maintenance 
data in CESCOM63, to identify any Advisory Circulars, SBs and ADs that may be applicable 
to the aircraft.   

The Pre-Buy report for N680KH, which was issued on 28 February 2019, indicated that the 
Tamarack ATLAS system had been installed on 20 November 2017 and that the Equipment 
List had been updated, the flight manual supplement had been installed in the Manual and 
relevant instructions for continued airworthiness were up to date.  CAS/SB1467 issue B, 
issued on 1 August 2018, recommending the replacement of the TCUs, was not mentioned 
in the document.  The aircraft manufacturer stated that it relied upon data provided by the 
seller within a CESCOM ‘Aircraft Status report’, printed on 21 February 2019, to identify any 
outstanding SBs.  No ATLAS related SBs were listed in this report.  All the ATLAS SBs were 
available on the ATLAS manufacturer’s website, but the scope of this Pre-Buy report did not 
extend to searches of individual STCs.

Footnote
62 The aircraft manufacturer stated that the scope of a pre-buy inspection is set by the purchaser of the aircraft.
63 CESCOM is a third party maintenance tracking service which integrates with the aircraft manufacturer’s 

Product Support, Parts Distribution, Service Facilities, Reliability Engineering and Maintenance Engineering 
systems.
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The ‘Offer to purchase agreement’ necessitated aircraft delivery ‘with all documents 
required to be maintained with respect to the Aircraft, original, complete and continuous… 
up to date and maintained in accordance with FAR64, and all flight manuals, manuals 
and subscriptions up to date…’.65  The ‘Aircraft purchase and sale agreement’ noted the 
presence of ‘Tamarack winglets’ under ‘modifications/conversions’.

Additional information

In 1997, the FAA published two studies on general aviation pilot responses to autopilot 
malfunctions, which used a fixed-base simulator configured as a Piper Malibu single 
propeller aircraft66.  The paper stated:

‘Cooling and Herbers (1983) noted, in their discussion of human factors, that 
“...there are no studies available to support the FAA certification standard of 
a three second delay (enroute) or a one second delay (on approach) before 
initiation of recovery by the pilot from an autopilot malfunction.” However, it 
has been suggested that the data were actually derived from an examination 
of airline pilots’ responses collected during a study performed at Wright-
Patterson AFB in the 1960s (ACE-110, 1996).’

It found that pilot response times for a ‘commanded roll’67 malfunction ranged from 
1.8 seconds to 107.1 seconds, with a mean68 response time of 16.5 seconds, and a median69 
response time of 8.5 seconds.

On 16 June 2020 a bill was introduced in the USA to reform the FAA’s aircraft certification 
process for transport category aircraft70, cited as the ‘Aircraft Safety and Certification Reform 
Act of 2020’.   The Act intends to:

‘…review existing assumptions on pilot recognition and response, including 
response to safety-significant failure conditions, as part of the certification 
process… validate such assumptions with applicable human factors research 
and the input of human factors experts, and as necessary modify the existing 
assumptions… ensure that when carrying out the certification of a new aircraft 
type, including an amended or supplemental type, the cumulative impact that 
new technologies may have on pilot response are properly assessed through 
system safety assessments or otherwise… ensure that any action carried out 
under this section accounts for the necessary adjustments to system safety 
assessments, pilot procedures and training needs, and design requirements... 
notify other international regulators that certify transport-category airplane 

Footnote
64 US Federal Aviation Regulations.
65 The aircraft manufacturer stated that the condition of the documents was the responsibility of the seller.
66 DOT/FAA/AM-97/24 ‘Automation in general aviation: two studies of pilot responses to autopilot malfunctions’ 

(1997).
67 The commanded-roll failure emulated an AP-commanded roll that exceeded the target bank angle.
68 Mean – average pilot response time.
69 Median – middle value in range of pilot response times.
70 Operated under CS-25.
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type designs of the review and encourage them to evaluate any regulatory 
changes to their processes and address any changes, if applicable.’

The EASA indicated that it did not require representative operational pilots to participate in 
the ATLAS winglet certification process. 

Analysis 

Engineering analysis

The uncommanded roll of N680KH on 13 April 2019 was caused by failure of the left 
TCU, which caused it to move the left TACS away from the faired position with its trailing 
edge up.  The system recognised the positional error, either by identifying a discrepancy 
between the left and right TACS or a difference between the commanded and actual 
position.  On identifying the error, the system was de-powered.  This allowed the left 
TACS, which was now subject to aerodynamic loads, to move to the trailing-edge up 
mechanical stop.  This resulted in the uncommanded left roll input.  Once de-powered, 
the left TACS was aerodynamically locked in the fully deflected position for the remainder 
of the flight.   

Cause of the short circuit

The cause of the TCU failure was probably a short circuit within the TCU caused by a loose 
screw or washer within the unit.  The screw and spring washer had become loose because 
the spring washer had lost load, allowing the screw to unwind and eventually become loose 
within the unit.  

The TCU was returned to the manufacturer’s facility in the fully retracted position, 
corresponding with the TACS trailing edge being down.  It had been driven into the hard 
stop during troubleshooting and is likely to have been as a result of a short circuit in the 
TCU across a set of terminals of a microchip.  This short circuit did not explain the cause 
of the fault which occurred in flight, but it is likely the same screw or washer caused a short 
circuit, albeit a different one, in that case as well.  Analysis by the manufacturer identified 
the terminals that may have been affected.  There was no evidence to suggest that the 
TACS had been mechanically locked in the up position during the serious incident. 

The ATLAS caution light probably illuminated on the instrument panel as soon as the 
system detected a fault, but with the TACS aerodynamically locked in the trailing-edge up 
position, pressing the ATLAS caution light would not have caused the TACS to move to 
the faired position.

Service bulletins

Service bulletin CAS/SB1467, recommending the replacement of TCUs to change the 
screw retention system, had been available for nearly a year, but had not been embodied 
on N680KH.  The embodiment of the SB was recommended rather than mandatory, so it 
was not compulsory for any operators or owners to implement it.
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Under the previous ownership this SB had not been embodied and the pre-buy survey 
did not identify that it needed to be carried out.  The pilot probably put significant weight 
on the pre-buy report and may not have been aware that the report would not highlight 
any outstanding SBs associated with the STCs fitted to the aircraft.  Had the SB been 
mandatory, rather than recommended, and issued with an associated AD it is more likely 
that it would have been embodied.

The manufacturer also issued service bulletin CAS/SB1475 issue A to introduced centering 
strips to aerodynamically centre the TACSs were they to be deflected when de-powered.  
The service bulletin was issued only shortly before the serious incident, so there had 
been little opportunity to embody the SB before the event.  Had the centering strips been 
fitted, the TACS would have floated to the faired position as soon as the TCUs were 
de-powered.  When the SB was introduced it was optional.

Following the occurrence involving N680KH, both EASA and the FAA took safety action in 
issuing ADs restricting the operation of aircraft with ATLAS installed.  The closing action 
and AMOC for the ADs, SB CAS/SB1480, mandated the embodiment of SBs CAS/SB1467 
and CAS/SB1475, ensuring that the TCUs were the latest standard and that centering 
strips had been installed on the trailing edge of each TACS.

If all the events involving the ATLAS system that had occurred before the serious incident 
involving N680KH had been reported to the EASA, the Agency may have determined 
that the reliability was not achieving continued airworthiness requirements.  This could 
have prompted the EASA to issue an AD before the occurrence flight.  At the time of the 
serious incident the EASA was only aware of one event involving a TCU failure.  The risk 
assessment completed at that time did not show it as an unsafe condition.

Had the CAA identified that the events were associated with an EASA certified STC, it 
might have presented an opportunity to inform them.  As all of the reported events prior 
to the serious incident involving N680KH occurred in the USA, and involved aircraft that 
are certified in the USA, it may not have been obvious to associate the reported events 
with the EASA certified STC.  It is therefore unlikely the CAA would have determined that 
the report had been submitted to the wrong authority.  Considering this finding the UK 
CAA intends to create data validation rules in ECCAIRS71 to identify reports that should 
be shared with other authorities based on State of Occurrence, Registration and Design, 
including those regarding STCs.  It also intends to agree with the EASA any additional 
criteria that will be included in validation rules.

AFM supplements

Applicable regulations state that pilots should be familiar with their aircraft’s AFM, which 
includes information contained within AFM supplements. 

Emergency and abnormal procedures for the basic aircraft are contained in Section 3 of 
the AFM, whereas procedures for supplementary equipment are contained in a separate 

Footnote
71 ECCAIRS is the European Coordination Centre for Accident and Incident Reporting Systems. 
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supplementary section.  Consequently, it is foreseeable that supplementary procedures are 
less obvious than those in the main body of the AFM.  This may be particularly significant 
if they are required in high workload situations.  Being an STC, the ATLAS AFMS was 
not published in the basic AFM ‘Section V - supplements’.  Aircraft owners in receipt of 
newly purchased ATLAS winglets were required to install the accompanying AFMS into their 
aircraft’s AFM Section V.   

Section V was indexed by a ‘Log of Approved Supplements’.  The log itself was not FAA 
approved but the introductory paragraph described it as a numerical list of ‘all the supplements 
published’ for that aircraft.  Therefore, installing the ATLAS AFMS also required the log to 
be manually updated in order to maintain its validity.  Consequently, if a modified aircraft’s 
AFM Section V and its log were not being updated properly, the AFMS might be absent but 
the log still be described as complete.  

After the serious incident N680KH’s AFM was found at the rear of the aircraft containing a 
small number of pages from the ATLAS AFMS.  Those pages resided in an unrelated part of 
Section III, with no other indication they were present.  The pilot was an experienced owner 
of Citations and used the pilot’s checklist documents.  He knew N680KH had winglets 
installed but hadn’t appreciated the significance of the system or that an AFMS existed for 
it.  Therefore, it is unlikely that easier access to the AFM would have affected the incident 
outcome.  

Original purchasers of new ATLAS winglets were in a better position to have working 
knowledge of the system, to receive the delivery checklist and handoff briefings, and to 
receive the AFMS to install themselves.  Subsequent purchasers of an ATLAS-modified 
aircraft would need to research the system, and the nuances of its’ AFMS installation, 
independently.  It is likely that the absence of N680KH’s ATLAS AFMS entry from its AFM 
Section V was missed by the pre-buy survey which, along with the expectation that aircraft 
delivery required a fully updated AFMS, masked its existence.  This highlights the importance 
of pilots familiarising themselves with the equipment on each airframe they operate even 
when flying a familiar type.

After initial ATLAS purchase, subsequent owners and pilots are less likely to be aware of the 
presence and characteristics of the system.  Accordingly, the winglet manufacturer:

 ● has undertaken safety action to add a signature page to the ATLAS winglets 
delivery checklist to identify who has conducted each handoff briefing.  It 
intends to incorporate that checklist into its document control process 

  
 ● intends to add an item to the ATLAS winglets delivery checklist requiring the 

AFMS to be installed in the AFM and the log of approved supplements to be 
updated during the handoff briefing 

 ● intends to promote awareness of the AFMS to ATLAS pilots and improve its 
overall availability, for example, by making it easier to find and download on 
its website.
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TACS failure cases discussion

Introduction

ATLAS winglets were not modelled by aircraft simulators so the single TACS failure at 
258 KIAS in this incident was compared with the test flying involving single and dual 
asymmetric TACS failures at airspeeds of up to 240 KIAS.  

Pilot preparedness and response

The test pilot72 operated as ‘single pilot’, with a safety pilot alongside, and was conversant 
with the winglet system.  He expected a significant rolling moment, caused by TACS failure, 
and was primed to apply the procedure detailed in the AFMS after a defined delay.  Having 
to repeat the procedure on several test points meant he had the opportunity to practice 
handling the failure.  Nevertheless, on one single asymmetry test point, he instinctively 
controlled roll, rather than the knowledge-based prioritisation of airspeed reduction.  The 
failure was temporary and controlled in a pre-determined flight condition, thereby minimising 
startle presented by a real system failure.

The pilot of N680KH was experienced on type but was unfamiliar with the AFMS.  From 
his perspective the event was a sudden, significant and uncommanded roll, opposite to 
the intended direction of turn during departure.  The aircraft entered an ‘upset’ situation 
(exceeding a ‘normal’ bank angle), which disengaged the autopilot, generated a bank 
angle alert, and produced control forces which the pilot believed he might not sustain.  The 
passenger’s description of the pilot straining, vocalising his frustrations, and ATC perceiving 
him as so panicked that they instigated emergency procedures, indicate his stress. 
 
The pilot was in a ‘fight or flight’ state, with his physical and mental capacity focussed on 
escaping the threat; using the skill-based response of countering the roll with aileron and 
rudder, and then reducing thrust.  He did not have the capacity to assess alternative actions 
such as using speedbrake and aileron trim.  Instead he attempted to disable the system and 
flew closer to the ground, considering an emergency landing.

His incomplete and indistinct radio transmissions suggest his attention was focussed on 
‘aviating and navigating’ rather than communicating.  The novel method of controlling the 
aircraft laterally by modulating right rudder pressure was a knowledge-based, rather than 
skill-based, response and added to his workload.

While a single TACS failure was considered a ‘major’ event in the certification context, the 
physical distress and workload experienced by the pilot corresponded with the AC 23.1309 
definition of ‘hazardous’.

Footnote
72 Different test pilots tested TACS failures for the DO’s and the regulator’s flight testing, but for ease of 

reference this report uses the singular ‘he’.  
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Recognition and reaction times

The test pilot’s preparedness for the TACS failure removed any need to diagnose it, thus 
minimising his recognition time.  The reaction delay incorporated into the testing process 
was intended to account for an operational pilot assessing their course of action, then 
recalling and applying the AFMS procedure.  

The atlas inop button assisted the pilot at some level to identify that system as being the 
cause of the roll.  The flight test report cited autopilot disengagement as another recognition 
cue which, in the event on 13 April 2019, occurred 11 seconds after the roll began and 
around the same time power was reduced.  This indicates that the pilot’s ‘recognition plus 
reaction time’ was probably around 11 seconds, which is between the mean and median 
response times to the commanded roll malfunction assessed in the FAA study (see Additional 
information).

This incident and evidence from the FAA study indicate that the one and three second 
certification reaction times may not be a satisfactory standard.   The forthcoming ‘Aircraft 
Safety and Certification Reform Act of 2020’ provides an opportunity to address this, and 
some of the other differences highlighted between the circumstances of the actual TACS 
failure and those demonstrated or assumed during flight testing.

To the extent the EASA applies FAA-specified pilot reaction times, any associated FAA 
regulatory reform may be adopted by the EASA automatically.  While the Act refers to 
CFR 25 aircraft, given that the same regulatory reaction times are currently applied to 
both CFR 23 and CFR 25 aircraft, and that CFR 23 already applies to some aircraft 
permitted to carry fare paying passengers, the Act’s human factors review should apply to 
both.  Regarding the winglet manufacturer’s aspiration to install its product on ‘commercial 
airliners’, it would be required to comply with CFR 25 in that case.

Lateral control 

The flight test report stated that the autopilot disconnected after approximately 2 seconds 
in the case of a dual TACS failure at 240 KIAS, producing maximum roll and pitch forces 
approaching the applicable regulatory limits, and 115° angle of bank.  The corresponding 
single failure produced 40° angle of bank; not enough to disengage the autopilot.

The incident aircraft’s airspeed was nearly 20 KIAS faster than during test flying, at the 
point its single TACS failed.  While the roll rate was 4 to 7° per second, the pilot’s startle 
from a significant flight path deviation meant he perceived it as very quick.  He instinctively 
controlled the roll first.  The maximum bank angle encountered was 75°, which corresponds 
with ‘hazardous’ using the flight test results interpretation matrix.

Flight testing did not determine control forces for failures above 240 KIAS, or beyond the 
reaction time.  The ATCO’s perception of the pilot’s physical effort, characterised by the 
passenger as his “full weight” and full control authority, indicate that control forces higher 
than the ‘major’ classification were present, or at least perceived, during that single TACS 
failure.  It is likely that the higher roll rate and control forces associated with a dual TACS 
failure would have met the ‘catastrophic’ classification.
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Due to the aircraft’s abnormal flight path, ATC staff believed it would not reach the runway.  
The pilot used right aileron and rudder inputs until landing.  He did not use aileron trim.  
Flight testing assumed the use of aileron trim after a TACS failure, relieving roll forces and 
resulting in normal approaches, but it was not included in the ATLAS inoperative procedure.  
Accordingly, the winglet manufacturer intends to include aileron trim in the ATLAS inoperative 
in flight procedure.  This is planned to occur before the end of 2020.

Airspeed 

At 258 KIAS, N680KH airspeed corresponded with the high speed case critical for the 
ATLAS inoperative procedure ‘Warning’.  The pilot reported that he saw the ‘limit 140 kias’ 
message on the illuminated annunciator; when he reduced throttles to idle the airspeed 
began to decrease.  However, he experienced high workload controlling the aircraft and, 
in the circumstances he described, faced a choice between slowing down and reducing 
altitude.  Control forces reduced as the aircraft decelerated to 220 KIAS.  The altitude loss 
from roll onset was around 700 ft in 27 seconds.

During tests representing failure of a single TACS at 240 KIAS, the maximum airspeed 
increase was 10 KIAS.  The corresponding dual asymmetry airspeed increase was 12 KIAS, 
with altitude loss of 1,160 ft.  Flight testing assumed throttles were retarded to idle 3 seconds 
after failure recognition, for the dual case resulting in control forces and bank angle near the 
‘hazardous’ classification limits.  Thus, delayed airspeed reduction could result in exceeding 
those limits; and TACS failures below 1,000 ft could have more serious implications.

The control forces generated in both the dual failure test flying and the incident required 
both hands on the control column.  Therefore, the pilot found he did not have spare capacity 
to use the speedbrake. 

The ATLAS inoperative procedure appears tailored to the high speed case.  However, 
immediate airspeed reduction might not be the most appropriate first action in other flight 
conditions, such as in a nose-high attitude or at other airspeeds.  By comparison, flight 
control procedures for the unmodified aircraft, such as the ‘Jammed elevator trim tab 
(cruise)’ and ‘Elevator trim runaway’ procedures consider flight conditions such as airspeed 
and control forces.

More comprehensive guidance would assist pilots in responding appropriately in the other 
flight conditions in which the ATLAS can become inoperative and would be consistent with 
the philosophy of procedures for the unmodified aircraft.  Therefore, the following Safety 
Recommendation is made:

Safety Recommendation 2020-027

It is recommended that Tamarack Aerospace Group amend the ATLAS 
inoperative in flight procedure to ensure actions are specified that are relevant 
in all anticipated flight conditions.
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Reporting of technical faults

Reporting a technical fault provides an opportunity for it to be rectified.  The EASA described 
a TACS fault as a ‘defect that hazards seriously the flight safety’ and indicated that on that 
basis it would expect the condition to be reported.

The implications of a TACS failure had been described by the ATLAS manufacturer as 
‘benign’.  The other material it provided did not highlight the system’s capacity to influence 
the aircraft’s flight path or the implications of a pilot responding instinctively to uncommanded 
roll caused by its failure.

Following the previous event involving N680KH on 16 March 2019, in which the symptoms 
were transient and ceased without any intervention, the pilot determined that the aircraft 
was in a safe condition for flight because there was no evidence of a persisting fault.  Had 
it been reported, it is unlikely that the cause of the fault would have been identified unless 
the TACS unit was inspected internally.  

Level of detail provided in the ATLAS inoperative procedure

Familiarity with the ATLAS inoperative procedure and its memory actions could have 
assisted the pilot because, as stated in CAP 737, ‘Under a high workload task, a pilot may 
not have the capacity to search and assess other areas, problems and alternatives’.  

Both on the incident flight and during test flying, the pilots were aware they should reduce 
airspeed.  Without knowing the documented procedure, the pilot accomplished all the 
relevant actions except applying speedbrake, although in a different order because he 
instinctively made control inputs to counter the uncommanded roll.  The flight test report 
described the order of the ATLAS inoperative procedure as unusual when compared to 
other roll upset recovery procedures, and on one test point the test pilot inadvertently (and 
probably instinctively) responded to the lateral upset first.

The ATLAS inoperative in flight procedure included a ‘warning’ that large aileron input may be 
required, and that airspeed reduction must be prioritised, but did not explain why.  Providing 
this information might assist pilots to appreciate why a potentially counter-intuitive response 
was required, and to understand how quickly the handling difficulties might escalate in the 
absence of immediate airspeed reduction, making the circumstances less surprising when 
encountered.

The warning did not fully describe the escalating nature of TACS failures, possibly leading to 
aircraft upset; the possibility for high control forces and altitude loss; the expected reaction 
time for thrust reduction; and the possibly counter-intuitive nature of the required response, 
the first actions of which differ from conventional jet upset training.  By comparison, the 
opening paragraph of the original aircraft’s ‘Jammed elevator trim tab procedure’ explained 
the intent of the procedure.  It provided guidance on airspeed and control forces, and related 
these to throttle and speedbrake use.
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The procedure ‘caution’ associated with an ATLAS failure in flight indicated that resulting 
performance decrements would require a pilot to ‘Fuel and flight plan with caution’.  It is 
not clear how that should be achieved considering such planning normally occurs before 
departure.

Accordingly, the following Safety Recommendation is made.

Safety Recommendation 2020-028

It is recommended that Tamarack Aerospace Group expand the information 
within the ATLAS inoperative in flight procedure to provide a level of detail 
consistent with other AFM procedures and to enable pilots to understand the 
significant and potentially escalating nature of TACS failures. 

Training

Modifications to the system reduce the probability of a TACS failure resulting in asymmetric 
deployment but don’t eliminate it completely.  During the investigation the AAIB did not 
identify any other emergency condition with similar potential for aircraft upset that did not 
also require specific training.  Training may be particularly valuable if a required response 
differs from other training or from a foreseeable instinctive response, or if it needs to be 
particularly prompt.  

The EASA stated that regulations coming into force after the ATLAS STC was approved 
have the effect of requiring manufacturers to consider the impact of design changes on the 
pilot training required.  However, it is not clear that those regulations will result in adequate 
training in the case of the ATLAS or similar systems.

In the absence of such training, and given the benign qualities described in the manufacturer’s 
literature, there was little to alert pilots, particularly those other than the original purchasers of 
the system, to the potential seriousness and nature of the failure and associated response.  
Accordingly, the winglet manufacturer:

 ● will ensure that the information it provides in its manuals, marketing material 
and other media, is clear about the consequences of ATLAS fault conditions;

 ● has undertaken safety action to provide a laminated single-page informal 
abbreviated ATLAS checklist to ATLAS purchasers, which lists the actions 
from the AFMS ATLAS inoperative in flight procedure.  It intends to include 
that checklist in its document control process; 

 ● intends to undertake safety action to create a page on its website containing 
advisory information about likely failure modes, including relevant cockpit 
video, and the related emergency procedure using excerpts of the AFMS.  It 
plans to promote awareness of the webpage to ATLAS pilots, and to create 
a mechanism for pilots to contact them with queries relating to the ATLAS 
inoperative procedure; 
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 ● intends to include the ATLAS as a knowledge topic in the FAA’s ‘WINGS 
Pilot Proficiency Program’.73

In order to give general effect to these measures, the following Safety Recommendations 
are made:

Safety Recommendation 2020-029

It is recommenced that the European Union Aviation Safety Agency determine 
the additional training it requires pilots to undertake in order to operate aircraft 
fitted with supplementary systems that influence flight path, where training 
on the original aircraft would not adequately prepare pilots for operating the 
modified aircraft in normal, abnormal or emergency situations. 

Safety Recommendation 2020-030

It is recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration determine the 
addition training it requires pilots to undertake in order to operate aircraft fitted 
with supplementary systems that influence flight path, where training on the 
original aircraft would not adequately prepare pilots for operating the modified 
aircraft in normal, abnormal or emergency situations. 

Conclusion

The uncommanded left roll occurred because a short circuit in the left ATLAS Control Unit 
caused the associated control surface to fail in the fully deflected up position.

The pilot, who had recently purchased the aircraft already modified with the ATLAS winglets, 
was not aware of the associated aircraft flight manual supplement, which was absent from 
the relevant section of his aircraft’s flight manual.  

The pilot’s instinctive response to the aircraft upset was different to that assumed by 
certification flight testing and the ATLAS inoperative emergency procedure.  Some of those 
differences may be addressed by the ‘Aircraft Safety and Certification Reform Act of 2020’ 
which is underway in the USA. 

Safety Recommendations and actions

Four Safety Recommendations are made:

Safety Recommendation 2020-027

It is recommended that Tamarack Aerospace Group amend the ATLAS 
inoperative in flight procedure to ensure actions are specified that are relevant 
in all anticipated flight conditions.

Footnote
73 A voluntary program intended to help pilots improve their skills and knowledge.
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Safety Recommendation 2020-028

It is recommended that Tamarack Aerospace Group expand the information 
within the ATLAS inoperative in flight procedure to provide a level of detail 
consistent with other AFM procedures and to enable pilots to understand the 
significant and potentially escalating nature of TACS failures.

Safety Recommendation 2020-029

It is recommended that the European Union Aviation Safety Agency determine 
the additional training it requires pilots to undertake in order to operate aircraft 
fitted with supplementary systems that influence flight path, where training 
on the original aircraft would not adequately prepare pilots for operating the 
modified aircraft in normal, abnormal or emergency situations.

Safety Recommendation 2020-030

It is recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration determine the 
additional training it requires pilots to undertake in order to operate aircraft fitted 
with supplementary systems that influence flight path, where training on the 
original aircraft would not adequately prepare pilots for operating the modified 
aircraft in normal, abnormal or emergency situations.

The winglet manufacturer has taken, or intends to take, the following safety actions:

 ● It intends to include aileron trim in the ATLAS inoperative in flight procedure.
  

 ● It has added a signature page to the ATLAS winglets delivery checklist 
to identify who has conducted a particular handoff briefing.  It intends to 
incorporate that checklist into its document control process.   

 ● It intends to add an item to the ATLAS winglets delivery checklist requiring 
the AFMS to be installed in the AFM and the log of approved supplements 
to be updated during the handoff briefing.  

 ● It intends to promote awareness of the AFMS to ATLAS pilots and improve 
its overall availability, for example, by making it easier to find and download 
on its website.

 ● It will ensure that the information it provides in its manuals, marketing 
material and other media, is clear about the consequences of ATLAS fault 
conditions.

 ● It has published a laminated single-page informal abbreviated ATLAS 
checklist, which it provides to ATLAS purchasers.  The checklist includes 
the actions from the AFMS ATLAS inoperative in flight procedure.  It intends 
to include that checklist in its document control process.  
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 ● It intends to create a page on its website containing advisory information 
about likely failure modes, including relevant cockpit video, and the related 
emergency procedure using excerpts of the AFMS.  It plans to promote 
awareness of the webpage to ATLAS pilots, and to create a mechanism 
for pilots to contact them with queries relating to the ATLAS inoperative 
procedure. 

 ● Intends to include the ATLAS as a knowledge topic in the FAA’s ‘WINGS – 
Pilot Proficiency Programme’.

 ● The EASA and the FAA issued ADs restricting the operation of aircraft with 
ATLAS installed.  The closing action and AMOC for the ADs and SB CAS/
SB1480 mandated the embodiment of SBs CAS/SB1467 and CAS/SB1475, 
ensuring that the TCUs were the latest standard and that centering strips 
had been installed on the trailing edge of each TACS.

 ● The UK CAA has taken an action to create data validation rules in 
ECCAIRS to identify occurrence reports that should be shared with external 
authorities based on State of Occurrence, Registration and Design.  It has 
also intends to agree with the EASA any additional criteria that will be 
included in validation rules.

Published:  3 December 2020.
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